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Smart
moves
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Inspired by everything from
Versailles and touchscreen
tech to F1’s most celebrated
tracks, this season’s stylish
pieces chosen by Aston Martin
are sure to impress

PRODUCTION
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DIOR jewellery Taking inspiration
from the private rooms, concealed
doors and secret passages of Versailles,
Dior’s latest High Jewellery collection,
Dior à Versailles, Pièces Secrètes ,
explores how the private side of the
palace is hidden from prying eyes.
Playing on this idea, pieces such as
this Volupte Beryl ring feature
compartments covered by highly
decorated, traditionally set façades.
dior.com

TAG HEUER watch For a watch
that is as smart as it is stylish, Tag’s
latest connected watch is just the
ticket. At just 41mm in diameter, the
Tag Heuer Connected Modular 41 is
smaller than the brand’s previous 45
model, but packs a punch with 8 GB
of storage and 1 GB of RAM. With
interchangeable steel or coloured
leather straps, the watch can be
customised or fitted with a mechanical
module. tagheuer.com

MATHIEU LEHANNEUR
Fascinated by the
materiality of marble, French designer
Mathieu Lehanneur creates surprising
pieces such as these sleek “Take It
Heavy” dumb-bells. Playing with
texture, the dumb-bells combine sleek
handles with matt weighted sides for a
raw yet polished aesthetic. As practical
as they are pretty, this set will make
working out that much more
appealing. mathieulehanneur.fr

IVAR LONDON watch box
Handmade in Italy from fine lacquered
veneers, birchwood and MDF, Ivar
London’s F1 watch boxes are
decorated with the shape of some of
the world’s most celebrated circuits,
including Monza (pictured) and
Silverstone. Surrounded by colourful
marquetry, the tracks are depicted in
pale grey veneer enclosed in black or
gold detailing. ivarlondon.com

dumb-bells

RICHARD ANDERSON jacket
Cut a dash with a Cheviot cloth
jacket from Richard Anderson.
Made using a wool sourced from
the Scottish borders, the Cheviot
cloth is more durable and creaseproof than other fabrics — perfect
for the sartorial gentleman who
wishes to look as impeccable after
a drive as he did beforehand.
richardandersonltd.com
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BLACK YELLOW MAGENTA CYAN
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MUJJO gloves Crafted from matt
black Ethiopian lambskin and
Egyptian cotton, Mujjo’s leather
crochet touchscreen gloves combine
fine materials with nanotechnology,
enabling the wearer to use their
touchscreen devices while wearing
them. Mimicking the conductive
properties of skin, the gloves’
touchscreen capabilities extend not
only to every finger, but also to the palm
of the hand. mujjo.com
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